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FrOm Civilization—Covered一丽th—D砸t to Revival of CiviHzation

——the Historic Contribution of the CommuIIist Party of Cllina to Cllinese Civilization (4)

Yuan Linger

(5c危ooZ o厂肘cz，x如m，J7、气n加o(厩如e，丐i￡y，州，l加o 3，5DDD)

Abstract： Chinese civilization has a long history and has made outstanding contributions to human

pmgress．After the Opium War，the Chinese nation has experienced hardships，and the Chinese civilization

has faUen into a “dust covered"situation．0nce the Communist Partv of China was founded in 1921．it was

dutv bound to shoulder the historical mission of realizin只the great reiuvenation of the Chinese nation，unite

and 1ead the Chinese people thmugh arduous stIuggle to establish new China and end the tI．agic fate of“ciVi—

lization covered with dust”．After the socialist revolution， socialist constIuction，refbIm and opening up，the

Chinese civilization has successfullv explored the new path of Chinese style modernization and ushered in a

new era of civilization revival-The Centennial struggle of the Communist Party of China has created a new

path of civilization nejuvenation that adapts to Chinese characteristics and promotes human pI．09ress， and

created a new fb瑚of human civilization．

Key words：Chinese civilization；the Communist Party of China；the great rejuvenation of the Chinese

nation：the revival of civilization

The Spmover hnpact of Rural CoUectiVe Property mghts System Refom on Village Democracy：

Empirical Analysis B嬲ed on the SurVey Data of 1657 Fa咖ers 87 V珊ages in 18 Pro、，inces (1 2)
Hu Weibin，Huang Zuhui

(G危i凡o Ac谢ew如r Ru商De秽e卸撇m，劢盯i伽g‰劫e邝妙，日觎gz如M 3JD∞8)
Abstract：Village democracy is an important basis for efkctiVe rural goVernance．0n the basis of theo-

retical analysis，using the sunrey data from 1 657 farmers in 87 villages of 1 8 pr0Vinces，this paper analyzes

the spillover impact and mechanism of collective property rights system ref0咖on village democracy．The re—

sults show that the reform of the 11lral collective propeny rights system has an enhancing efbct on Village

democracy and can significantly promote village democratic govemance．Funhermore，this enhancing efkct of

the refo瑚is heterogeneous in tems of village types and individual farmers．The analysis of impact mecha—

nism indicates that in addition to the direct impacts，the reform of the mral collective propeny rights system

can also promote democratic participation through improving democratic awareness of viUagers．

Key words： collective property rights system； shareholding cooperatiVe system； Village democracy；

property right refb唧

Research on the Complementary MechaIIism and Coordination Path

of Product Reputation and Product Liabnity System (23)

Li Jingkuil，Chen Yizhen92，Tian Guoqian93

(1．Sc^oDf矿Economics，z危巧i田曙Gon伊^口，zg E腕如e瑚i纱，3JDOJ8；2 5c危ooZ Q厂正1conomic5，5矗嘞面(厩扬e耶i砂
矿尼n帆ce吼d＆onomics，．s^Ⅱ啦反20舛刀；3．Dep叭僦m Q厂Eco加mics，死戈傩A&M踟如e耶渺，u跗．)

Abstract： In the experience product market， even the enterprises with high market reputation will

cheat consumers．The failure of reputation incentive mechanism is an important reason for the frequent oc．

currence of product quality and safbty liability accidents in China．In this paper，we use the repeated game

model of impeI伯ct supenrision to study the perfbrmance of this problem in the physical inspection market

under the condition of imperfbct supervision， and give the possible solutions combined with the product re．

sponsibility system．The repeated games moral hazard model constructed in this paper shows that reputation

mechanism alone cannot solve the product qualitv and saf色tv problems in the experience product market un．

der imperfbct monitor，there is market failure；and the intmduction of product liabilitv together with reputa．
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tion mechanism can help solve this problem．However， the introduction of strict liability or negligence mle

depends on courts’profbssional level．When the courts’profbssional level is relatively high，ne91igence 11lle

together with the reputation mechanism can achieve the social optimal(second best)state； on the contraIy，

strict liability has greater feasibility value．Based on this，this p印er belieVes that improVing courts’profes—

sional level，I．educing the uncertaintv of product quality liabilitv standards， and reducing the cost of expert

systems for screening product iⅢhngement 1iability can effectiVely improve the legal basis of reputation

mechanism and help achieve social welfare optimization．

Key words：imperfect monitor；reputation mechanism；product liabilitv

The Functional Positionin2 and Institutional Application

of Citizens’CiVil PersonalInformation飚ghts (32)

Shang Xixue

(Sc^ooZ Q厂Crimin以灿tice，劬in口踟溉阳i￡y Q厂P0删c以．sc恐nce帆d￡删，&玎嘶JDDD韶)
Abstract：With the promulgation of the Personal Infbrmation Protection Law，the civil rights f}amework

for personal information has been fonnallv formed，and the expression of the right to control personal infor-

mation at the legal level has become more and more specmc and refined．In order to implement the legisla—

tive goal of guaranteeing the ability to contml personal infonIlation into legal practice，under the premise of

empowering the info硼ation subject，firstly，the nature of the legal benefits of information targeted by the

relevant regulations and their occuHence scenarios should be distinguished， and the complete composition

and institutional objectives of the right to be informed，the right to consent and the specific dght to infb瑚a-
tion self_一determination should be clarified．The second is to distinguish in legal practice the essential claims

and scenarios of the right to privacv， the right to infbrmation security and the right to infbrmation contr01，

and then to dete硼ine the institutional application of each regulation system．

Key words：right to personal info咖ation；civil rights；right to consent；right to information self二deter。

mina“on

Be耻fit Mea姒rement and Type Co嘣ructiOn Of Face RecogIIition TecllIlology

Applicati蚰in Public Places

Ye’l’ao

(￡删sc^ooZ，觋e一帆g P0fice∞ffege，Hn峥^oM 3J0053)

Abstract： The application of face recognition technology can be divided into application in public

places，application in private places and application in cyberspaee．The application scenario of face recogni—

tion in public places is complex，and has the necessity and particularity of 1egal regulation．Face recognition

in public places has attributes of technical govemance means，organizational application behaVior and facial

infbrmation processing，and involves the protection and balance of public interests，group interests and per—

sonal interests．Face recognition in public places is dif亿rent from a sin91e form of information processing．It

is necessary to properly analyze the application purpose， subject， place and means and other scene—based

factors for interest measurement．Based on the scenario—based regulatory path，it can be divided into abso—

lute application scenario，relative application scenario and prohibited application scenario．The absolute ap-

plication scenario aims to protect imponant public interests，and establishes the absolute application of tech—

nolo#秽based on consideration of the relationship between public interest protection and technology intmsion．

Relative application scenario aims to protect general public interests and group interests， and the focus of

regulation is to reasonablv detennine the informed consent mles．The prohibition of application scenario is to

limit the applicable boundaries to prevent unfair damage to public interests or individual personality interests．

Key wOrds：face recognition；scenario—based regulatory；public places；personal infb珊ation；person—
alitv interests

“Neighbors”in COmmuIIity Respo璐e MechaIlisms

——An Analytical Perspective Based on Active CitizeI塔hip and Cross—orgaIlization (50)

Yao Shan舀ian
(．sc^ooZ Q厂P0娩c以5cie加e帆d凡6fic 4拥inis￡删：on，E∞f C危讥口‰眈瑚渺Q厂P0溉c耐&据nce吼d L删，

S矗c嘲反2DJ62D)
Abstract：Resident committees，property owners’committees and property companies are often referred
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to as the“troika”of community governance．Existing institutional design8 discuss holistic organizational stmc—

tures in community 90vemance more in temls of the relationship among the three， and this fhmework will

face the task of resilience transfo瑚ation in emergency goVernance．In emergency urban governance，both the

operation of power and the assertion of rights are inte#，ated into a unified f}amework of action， into which

community residents enter in the I．ole of v01unteers．As a result， a state—centered organizational svstem of

“street+neighborhood committee+volunteers”and a communitv—centered participatory system of“market+

community elites+volunteers"have been formed respectivelv．In terms of narrative，the community—centered

participatory system uses the identity of “neighbors”to alleviate the lack of resources in the communitv in

te瑚s of material security and to intervene in community governance． In te瑚s of collective action， the

“neighbors”in China’s cities are nexible in switching between multiple identities as residents and owners

and acting across organizations to complement the existing urban institutional f}amework．From the perspec-

tive of pressure transmission， the action mode， organization mode and resilience mechanism of“neighbors”

have expanded the vision of community autonomy and spawned the external pressure of the “troika”of com—

munlty goVemance．

Key words：urban politics；community goVernance；active citizenship；emergency mechanisms；neighbors

Two—way Empowe珊ent of Technology and organization：

Exploring the Path of oVeraU Intelligent GoVemance in Emergency Management (59)
Hu Chongmin91，Yu Cha02

(1．死∞^i昭帆d Rese叭矗Dep州撇m Q厂仇捌c Admi凡括￡删io凡，历盯i帆g Jsc^oof矿A dmin曲￡删ion，
H帆昏hou 3ll 221)

Abstract： Di舀tal transfonIlation has become an imponant choice to promote the ref0珊and innovation

of urban emergency management system．In order to deepen the research on the digital transfo瑚ation path of

emergency management， we can explore the interactiVe relationship between technology application and or-

ganization management and its logic of action on the refoHn of the whoIe urban governance svstem f}om the

three dimensions of d培ital technology， organization management and govemance mode．Through the analysis

of the case of digital transfomation of nood contr01 and typhoon prevention system in Hangzhou urban area，

it is fbund that in the pI．ocess of transfb珊ation to overaU intelligent governance， there is a two—wav adaDta．

tion and empowe瑚ent change between the application of digital technology and the organizational stmcture

and management process．This change relies on mechanisms such as absorption，traction and svmbiosis．With
the in—depth integration of the two，it presents a spiral iterative refb硼trend，and finally promotes the qual．
itative leap of urban govemance and emergency management．The theoretical value of the case experience

lies in that it efkctively responds to the doubts and misunderstandings existing in the current digital tmnsfor．

mation and refb珊process， and puts fbrward the path and direction of continuously promoting the digital
transfonnation of emergency management， pmviding a reference for the modemization of urban govemance

system and goVernance capacity．

Key words：emergency management；digitaltransformation；organization change；urban govemance

Self-renection and Critique of the Self-awareness in the Metaverse

—An AnaJysjs of Self-Identity betwreen the virtual—Real World (68)

Zhang Liang

(&^ooZ Q厂^‰如，n Is￡udie5，傩inn五Zi(E，w E，n妇e，丐i￡’，，上ro哔^ou 3，DDJ8)

Abstract：The“human—computer interaction”technology represented bv“metaverse”has become the hot

spot of theoretical exploration，the focus of social attention，and the fbcus of f．uture development in this era．

In order to properly handle the relationship between the virtual world and the real world，and to promote the

mutual integI．ation and benign interaction between the two， the fbcus is the analysis and judgment on

phenomenon and essence， constmction and deconstruction， alienation and evolution of the “virtual —

awaI．eness”involved in the“human—machine”relationship，and other issues．Digital“virtual—bodv”，“virtual一

embodiment”and“virtual一Identity"have greatly enriched and developed the human ego—world，and are very

likely to ev01ve into a closer communication and practice ca耐er in the modem digital societv．Renection and

criticism must also be酊ven timely on self_alienation and capital manipulation resulting from seninhibition．
Key words：metaverse；virtual world；vinual self-awareness；self_identitv；self_identification alienation
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Network Stratification，Weibo Public OpiIlion Di鳃emination

and Group Polarization in Virtual FieId (78)

Tang Yunfeng，Liu Tao，Wang YanVan

(SchoDf万用nonce帆d z纸m幻n，历巧i溉g‰幻ersi￡)，Q厂见n帆ce帆d Eco∞mics，日0n謦幻l上3J00J8)
Abstract： At present， the strati6cation in social networl(ing 1eads to more and more pI．ominent group

polarization in the virtual field．Through the analvsis of the fbrmation process of the network circles and their

chamcteristics， this paper finds that the complexitv of the main bodv of the network circles， the faction of

these groups， the boosting of their techn0109y， and their cultuml heterogeneity， result in the fb瑚ation of

gmup polarization in the dissemination of Weibo public opinion because of the heterogeneity of opinions among

these circles．At the same time，thanks to the stratification of the main body of public opinions，the sudden．

ness and fission of public opinion dissemination， and the resonance between dissemination platfbrms， the

group polarization of weibo public opinion in the virtual field is likely to have a resonance effect with realitv．

Key words：circle strati6cation；Weibo public opinion dissemination；virtual field；group p01arization

H璐serl and Gurvich：Pioneering and Cultivating on the Field of Co璐ciousness (85)
Ni Liangkang

(Jsc危002 Q厂耽iZosop砂，劢可i觎g‰溉瑙渺，H嶝^o“3JD058)
Abstract：Aron Gulwitsch’s theoIv of the“field of consciousness”is an inheritance and development of

Husserl’s phenomen0109ical theory of consciousness， but also with some deviations and corrections． He

believes that the relevance of consciousness is determined bv its co—present stnlcture， and the task of

consciousness research is to delineate the various 1evels of relevance and to grasp the principles of their

organization．In this sense， it can be said that Gurwitsch’s analvsis of the coITelations of consciousness can

be regarded as an extension of Husserl’s analysis of the intentionality of consciousness．Gulwitsch’s theoIy of

6elds of consciousness has actuaUy strong operability．It has extremely important implications fbr the current

research on consciousness f●om the standpoint of natural sciences， i．e．，from the standpoint of artificial

inteUigence， neuroscience and brain science， but also f}om the standpoint of philosophy of science and

cognitiVe science．

Key words： field of consciousness； Koprasenz stmcture； hierarchy of relatedness； principle of

organization

The Theoretical Purport and Phnosopllical Connotation of Ecological Marxism (98)
Lv Zheng，

(5c^ooZ Q厂肘。耽蠡m，乃嚼i
Huanzheng

Em如emi秒，5危彻曲反2DDD92)
Abstract：As a development direction of contemporary MaD【ism，the core purport of ecological Man(ism

is to combine the logic and position of Ma玎【ism with contemporary ecolo西cal thought，so as to obtain a more

efkctive wav to solve the contemporary ecological crisis．In the view of ecological Ma玎【ism， the essence of

ecological crisis is actuallv the crisis of capitalism．We must fundamentally overcome the consumerism and

instmmental rationality brought bv capitalism in order to solve various problems and crises in the ecological

environment．]Ⅵoreover， as far as the fhture development of civilization is concemed， it is necessary to

surpass the modem civilization dominated by capitalism in order to tI．uly build an ecological civilization

facing the future of mankind，bea“ng the common destinv of mankind，and even the eanh’s life community．

Key words：ecological Man【ism；consumerism；ecological rationality；ecological ciVilization

The DeVelopment and Status of COnfuciaIlism in East

and West Zhejiang in Ming Dynasty and Qing Dynasty
Zhu Fen自uan，Qian Ming，Xuan Shaolong

(‰觑把旷y聊C“如“re，Js^∞z孵如如e您渺，跳∞X嘲3J2DD0)
Abstract：Controversies over “Zhejiang School”in histoIy expose the deep divisions among scholars of

difkrent time on the position of Confucianism in Zhejiang since Song Dynasty and Ming Dynasty，within which

the zhejiang Confucianist studies in Ming Dynasty represented by Wang Yangming’s Philosophy of Mind has

been the focus．To generalize the development of Confucianism in Zhejiang centering on Song Dynasty and
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Ming Dynasty，researches should take Co nfucianist Cases in Ming Dynasty by Huang Zongxi as the primary

reference and major accessbesides necessary adjustment and supplement．Although Huang zongzi’s comments

on the disciples of Wang Yangming might be biased，his selection of scholars and his line of discussion are

evidence—based and are of high academic value．Confucianist Cases in Ming Dynasty is not the first work tak-

ing Wang Yongming’s Philosophy of Mind as its principal clue in organization．It is the official Liu Linchang

in Ming Dynasty who first used the appmach in his compilation of Biography of Sch01ars in Zhejiang Sch001．

Liu’s work emphasizes the consistency of Zhejiang Philosophy of Mind in its development．More importantly，

he，for the 6rst time in history，included the much neglected West Zhejiang School in his studies．

Key works： Zhejiang Sch001；Confucianism； tradition of philosophy of mind； East Zhejiang； West

Zheiiang

on the Aesthetic TransformatiOn of Literature in the 1990s

Huang●’ayou

(&^ooZ Q厂￡加rmMre，．s^觎如ng踟劫e邢计，五凡吼250JDD)
Abstract： With the transition from a planned economy to a market economy， 1iterature showed a dis—

tinct transitional in the 1 990s， whose value orientation and aesthetic choice of literature have undergone a

clear transfoHllation．In terms of value positioning，1iterature changed from elite aesthetics to market aesthet．

ics， and market aesthetics had the characteristics of consumption， competition， popularization， inclusiVe—

ness，practicality，mobility．In terms of narrative fonn，literature changed from macro narratiVe to daily nar-

rative，and the multiple interactions between literature and the times， society， media promoted the aesthetic

trend of daily life．In the field of historical theme creation，1iterature in the 1 990s changed from presenting

“macro history”to describing “human history”．“terary creation focused on folk history，local history and the

histoIv of micro people．Writers often told about the history of their hometown and the histoIv of the natives．

Key words：1iterature in the 1 990s；aesthetic transformation； market aesthetics； daily narrative；hu—

man history

Consumer Era：the Expression of EVerydayness，

Reification and GlobaHzation—on Urban Literature in 1990s (1 1 9)

Zhang Hongsheng，Ma Guo

(Jsc危ooZ Q厂日“m帆缸ies，Cbmm“n；cmion矾z如e船i耖Q厂C^执。，Be驴ing JDDD24)
Abstract： Since the 1 990s， with the rapid development of urbanization in China， citv lifb re—entered

the writers’ sight and present difkrent characteristics than befbre．It mainly I．enected in the fbUowing as．

pects：with the ebb of the great narrative of the 1 980s，urban 1iterature returned to daily lifb；the reification

tendencv of urban literature under the consumerism and post—modem culture，and the dilemma of urban lit．

erature standing to its native culture in the context of economic globalization．

Key words： 1 990s 1iterature；consumerism；dailyness；reification；native；globalization

A Renection on the Phenomenon of“Literature VisuaUzation”in the 1990s (127)

Chen Lijun

(、School《Ltterc吐ure，zhejioIng Un粕ersny，Hctn昏hou 3 l00581
Abstract： The phenomenon of symbiosis of text and pictures is gradually rising and spreading， the

adaptation of literary works is becoming common and contemporary， and the Visual nature and Visual con—

sciousness of literaIv creation are enhanced．This phenomenon of “literaIv visualization”，which is expanding

in the 1 990s，is deeply questioned as a competitor for literary “territory”．It is regarded as the expression of

the beginning of mass culture，the 10ss of cultural dignity and the“literary crisis”，or the expression of mass

culture and consumerism．The worrying thought in the face of visual culture stems from the elite literary po-

sition of ignoring and misunderstanding the new visual perception of human and non—human．ReViewing the

phenomenon of“literary visualization”in the 1990s，we wiU find that“spiritual halo”fades away and“Ver—

tigo”follows，no matter literary film and teleVision adaptation or literary picture coexist．At that time，Visual

consciousness is still in the geHnination and initiation stage，fuU of vitality but “immature”．The mismatch

between the phenomenon and the criticism is worth re—reading．

Key words：literature in the 1990s；“literary visualization”phenomenon；“spiritual halo”；“Vertigo”
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Fuzzy Strategy of Historical Memory：Political ControVersy in the Song Dynasty

and Writing Problems of the Biographies of Famous Minister Han Qi (1 33)
Wu Zhengqiang，IJang Qihao

0sCho‘)l(}j H弧tory，zheji(tng Uniuerstty。H(1n字hou 3 1 0058、
Abstract： The war against Xixia， the Qingli refbrm， f()rmulating policies as regent an(1 opposing the

Xjning refi)rm constitute the narrative emphasis()f Han Qi’s I)iographies in the Song Dvnasty．Because the

emper()r(：()mmitte(1 to refbrm and expand the northwestern bor(1er，the epitaphs and biographies fbrmed dur—

ing the reign of Shenz()ng of Northern Song emphasized that Han Qi advocated an oⅡlensive strategy against

xixia，and still pursued the new p()licy despite having dissent．Han Qi’s xingzhuang written by Li Qingchen
eVen(：hanged the Qingli reform to the strategy againt Xixia le(1 by Han Qi．Since the reform was negated in

the Southern Song Dynasty，the historical biographjes in“Dong Du Shi LLle”and“Si Chao Guo Shi”empha—
sized Han Qi’s efforts to he anti—reform and uniquely identify the treachery()f Wang Anshi，(·overe(1 up the

fa【。t that he carried out the offensive strategy against Xixia and pursue(1 the new poli(：y，also the related nar—

ra【ion of the Qingli reform was suspe(‘ted of mislea(1ing．In the case of Han Qi’s unshakable politj(·al status，

the biographical texts()f【he two Song Dynasties each concealed and(1istorted Han Qi’s(1ee(1s， resulting in

the blurring of Han Qi’s image．Therefore，rethinking the political culture represented by Han Qi is helpful

to reflect()n the inadequacies of the stu(1y of the political history during the reign of Renzong， Yingzong，

an(1 Shenzong()f the Northern Song Dynasty．

Key words：Han Qi；biography；Qingli re{brnl；anti—refbrm；politi(1a1 culture

How the Integration between Specialty and Entrepreneur Innuences Innovation and Entrepreneurship

Education Performance：Empirical Analysis Based on 12596 Teachers Sampling (1 42)
Zhao Guojing‘，L0ng Zehai2，Huang Zhaoxin3

(1&2．，nsmu把o，。C^i凡口mno秽越io，l肌d E，甜reprene“H，!咖EdMc以io，z，肜e舵矗ou胁(zic以幼z劫eH如v，形e船bM
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Abstract：There is a fbcus of innovation and entrepI-eneurship education (IEE)refbrm in Chinese uni—

Versities that strengthening the integration behVeen specialty and entrepreneurship(ISE)．An empirical analy—

sis about innoVation and entrepreneurship educa“()n pem)rmance(IEEP)was conducted()n 1 2，596 teacher

questionnaires f}om 596 colleges and universities in China hv(·onstructing a theoretical mo(1el of the rela

tionship among the variables()f ISE(curri(：ulum system and faculty constru(：ti()n)， organizational leadership，

mechanism guarantee and using the mediation ef．fect test procedure．The results show that： ISE has a signifi—

cant positiVe impa(：t on IEEP，an(1 the curriculum system has a stronger positive impa(1t than the faculty con—

struction；0rganizational leadership and mechanism guarantee play a part rnediating r()1e in the impact of ISE

on IEEP．An elements framework of innuen(_ng mechanism(：overing stu(1ents， teachers an【1 institutions is

constructed on this basis．Therefore， in order to(1ultivate innovative talents， it should deeply integrate IEE

into“1e process of cultiVating pr()fbssional talents， an(1 fhrther improve organizational leadership and mecha—

nism guarantee strategies． Secondly， constru(：ting general education system， and hieraI’chically integrating

IEE into students’ profbssional devel()pment hase(1 on the p11)fbssional 1earning needs．And“nallv，fbcusing

on the deVelopment of fa【’ulty constructi()n and making up the biggest weakness in the integration between

specialty and entrepreneurship．

Key words：innovation and entrepreneurship education；specialty and entrepreneurship；organizational

leadership；mechanism guarall【ee；education pem)rmanee
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